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Thank you so much for your purchase and for visiting my store! I hope you enjoy this resource
and find it useful with your students. Make sure to leave feedback so that you can receive credit
towards future purchases. You can also follow my store to find out when the latest products
are posted. Most new products are on sale for the first 24-48 hours, so you won’t want to miss
out! If you have questions, please email me at simplycreativeinky@gmail.com.

© Simply Creative Teaching 2015
By purchasing and/or downloading this electronic file,
you agree to the terms of use state here. This file is
for personal/single classroom use only. This resource
may not be distributed, copied, posted on the
internet, edited, or sold without permission from the
author. Violations are subject to the penalties of the
Digital Millennium Act. However, you are welcome to
share images of this product in use via social media. If
you wish to share with colleagues, you may purchase
additional licenses through my store. Thank you for
following these terms!

Follow me on social media for classroom ideas, product updates, giveaways, and
more! Visit my blog: www.simplycreativeteaching.com!
INSTAGRAM: @simplycreativeteaching
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Thank you to these designers for sharing their talented fonts & graphics
that helped make this resource possible!

Find MORE Great Holiday Resources!
JUST CLICK A COVER TO GO TO THE RESOURCE!

How to Play:
Each player should take 10 colored game pieces. Roll a
die (1-6), double the number you roll, and cover your
answer. If the other player has already covered the
number, you may “bump” it off. You can lock the space
by placing two game pieces on a number. The player who
uses their ten game pieces first is the winner!

How to Play:
Each player should take 10 colored game pieces. Roll a
die (1-6), double the number you roll, add one more, and
cover your answer. If the other player has already
covered the number, you may “bump” it off. You can lock
the space by placing two game pieces on a number. The
player who uses their game pieces first is the winner!

How to Play:
Each player should take 10 colored game pieces. Roll a die (1-6), and cover number
needed to make a sum of 10. If the other player has already covered the number,
you may “bump” it off. You can lock the space by placing two game pieces on a
number. The player who uses their ten game pieces first is the winner!

